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File System-Aware Job Scheduling with Moab
Many jobs that run on LC systems utilize a parallel file system such as Lustre or GPFS.
From time to time, whether for scheduled or unscheduled reasons, these systems are
taken offline. In an effort to withhold scheduling jobs that rely on a parallel file system,
LC system administrators routinely disable batch scheduling when a parallel file system
goes down.
During times of parallel file system maintenance, users who submit jobs that do not
require access to parallel file systems have traditionally called the LC Hotline to request
that their jobs be given the privilege to run. Hotline staff would then invoke an
administrative override to make them eligible for scheduling.
The Moab workload manager now offers the ability to automate this process. Users with
jobs that do not require a parallel file system can specify such in their job submission.
When a parallel file system goes down, Moab will only schedule those jobs that do not
require access to that parallel file system.
Here is how it works:
For Users
1. Users who submit jobs that require a parallel file system do not have to do
anything different. Moab will assume that jobs with no file system specification
require all file systems. If any file system connected to a cluster goes down, Moab
will withhold scheduling these jobs.
Note: Moab’s default behavior has changed. Whereas Moab used to blindly
schedule jobs that did not specify a file system dependency (and those jobs would
subsequently hang when they attempted to access a downed file system), Moab’s
new handling of jobs that do not specify a file system dependency will be to
withhold scheduling those jobs when any file system goes down.
2. Users who submit jobs that require a specific file system (e.g., lscratchX) should
specify the dependence on that file system with the following options:
msub -l gres=lscratchX <job.command.script>
Moab will withhold scheduling such jobs when the specified file system is taken
offline. The gres designation stands for “generic resource.”
3. Users who submit jobs that require multiple file systems (e.g., lscratchX and
lscratchY) should specify the dependence on these file systems with the following
options:
msub -l gres=lscratchX,gres=lscratchY <job.cmd>
Moab will withhold scheduling such jobs when any one of these file systems is
taken offline.
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4. Users who submit jobs that do not require access to any parallel file system would
make that declaration with the following msub option:
msub -l gres=ignore <job.command.script>
Moab will continue to keep these jobs eligible for scheduling no matter what the
state of the parallel file systems.
5. When a file system goes down, Moab will automatically hold those jobs that did
not specify any file system dependencies (item 1 above). Users who submitted
jobs that did not specify any file system dependencies can always modify their
jobs’ specification to allow Moab to make them eligible for scheduling. They
would do so with the following option to the msub command:
mjobctl -m gres=ignore <jobID>
Note: gres options are currently only available for the Lustre file systems. The accepted
lscratch values for all LC Linux systems can be found here:
OCF: https://computing.llnl.gov/?set=resources&page=lc_lustre
SCF: https://lc.llnl.gov/fsstatus/fsstatus.cgi
For System Administrators
1. When a file system is brought down for maintenance, the system administrator
runs the following command:
mrsvctl -c -R gres=lscratchX -t ALL
This has the effect of creating a reservation for lscratchX across the entire grid.
2. For scheduled downtimes to do file system maintenance, the system administrator
adds the start and end times to the reservation creation:
mrsvctl -c -R gres=lscratchX -t ALL
-s [HH[:MM[:SS]]][_MO[/DD[/YY]]]
-e [HH[:MM[:SS]]][_MO[/DD[/YY]]]
3. If required, the administrator cancels all running jobs that are currently trying to
access the downed file system(s).
canceljob jobID1 jobID2 jobID47
4. When the file system is brought back online, the administrator releases the
reservation(s) created in steps 1 or 2:
mrsvctl -r <reservationID>
For the LC Hotline Staff
The LC Hotline staff no longer needs to take action to make jobs run when a file system
goes down. They will be available to answer questions from users on how users can make
their jobs eligible to run.
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